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"We hired Rebecca for our all staff meeting. She was very prepared and made all of the planning very easy for me. I got wonderful
feedback and enjoyed her enthusiasm and knowledge. The session achieved our desired skills outcomes of listening, team building
and communication while having fun. She was amazing."

Stephanie Libadia, VP Human Resources
Cascade Federal Credit Union

Bill Henkel, Executive Director
Community Action of Skagit County

"Rebecca made things fun and held our staff's attention at our all-day, all-staff retreat. She was able to engage with humor,
personal experiences and tied everything back to our objectives."

360-854-8518Rebecca@ShowcaseYourShine.com

MARY POPPINS LEADERSHIP 

Through its compelling backstory, the making of Walt
Disney's blockbuster film, and the groundbreaking 1964
movie itself,  you’ll discover why Mary Poppins IS the
practically perfect leadership metaphor.  Participants
delight in this highly-interactive gamified session.

Explore Behaviors that Help Others Rise Up

Identify why behavior versus position is the
accurate measure of leadership influence.
Explore how kind persistence, courage, and
initiative drive powerful outcomes.
Experience why organization and clear structure
form the foundation for creative productivity.  

Available in keynote and playshop formats.

Takeaways Include:

Optional Session Prep: Watch the 1964 movie Mary Poppins.
Receive: Mary Poppins’ 10 Practically Perfect Leadership
Principles



Power Skills

That Stick

Rebecca@ShowcaseYourShine.com

CLIENT  FEEDBACK 

Stephanie Libadia, VP Human Resources
Cascade Federal Credit Union

Northwest Edutainer Rebecca P. Murray delivers high-
energy virtual and live training to those ready to
become confident, creative, and compelling leaders
and team players. She infuses irreverent humor,
inspiring stories, and entertaining musical theater
excerpts into content-rich, high-stick events. Audience
members eagerly engage in her one-of-a-kind
interactive experiences, including playshops, keynotes,
courses, adult continuing education at Western
Washington University, Skagit Valley College, and her
popular one-woman show, The Confidence Equation™.  

ABOUT REBECCA P. MURRAY

360-854-8518

DOG TRAINING TIPS FOR EFFECTIVE
HUMAN LEADERS
How to Stay Calm, Collected, and Respected

Humans and canines alike can sniff out and size up a
good leader in seconds. This humor-filled session digs
deep into behavior principles used by successful dog
trainers and applies them to the workplace to inspire
loyalty, creativity, risk-taking, and physiological safety.

Provide feedback that elicits trust, respect, and
admiration.
Avoid shaming behaviors that scare dogs and
shut down humans.
Train using methods that inspire the desire to
achieve results. 
Develop a calm leadership presence that
cultivates loyalty.
Learn the R.E.S.P.E.C.T. formula for shaping
new behaviors.

R.E.S.P.E.C.T.:  Recognize. Encourage. Share.
Privacy. Empathy. Calmly. Timely.

LEADERSHIP ON THE SPECTRUM

An Exploration of Transformational Leadership

The journey to become an effective leader can be explained
by looking at a simple spectrum. At one end are highly
relational personalities; at the other, highly transactional.

In the middle of the spectrum stands a unique, influential,
and sought-after personality known as the Transformational  
Leader: One who addresses challenges with confidence 
and grace while harnessing strength from both sides. This
session encourages reflection, dialogue, authenticity and
the opportunity to elevate and recognize others.

Explore strengths and pitfalls of mindset extremes.
Identify personal spectrum-related tendencies.
Consider prior success as a Transformational Leader.

Participants:

Explore methods to:

"Thank you for a wonderful session. It was the
perfect way to begin our leadership training
day.  The concepts were simple and relatable. 
In fact, they resonated so well, participants
referenced them for the remainder of the day."

John Suk, 
Boeing Employees' Credit Union

Leadership offerings are available in
keynote and playshop formats.

Sr. Mgr. Programs & Communications


